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GENERAL INFORMATION
Dates
May 29- June 1, 2016

Venue
Congress Innsbruck
Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH
Rennweg 3
6020 Innsbruck
www.cmi.at

Meeting Language
The official language of the Congress is English. All abstract submissions and presentations must be
submitted in English.

Liability and Personal Insurance
The Congress Secretariat and organizers cannot accept liability for personal accidents or loss of or
damage to private property of delegates, either during or indirectly arising from the 84th EAS Congress.

Congress organizer
Kenes International
EAS 2016
Rue Francois-Versonnex 7,
1207, Geneva,
Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 908 4088
Fax: +41 22 906 9140
E-mail: eas@kenes.com
Website: www.kenes.com/eas

Sponsorship and Exhibition
Ms. Carolina Groenendal
Tel: +31 20 763 0101
Fax: +41 22 906 9140
E-mail: cgroenendal@kenes.com
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WELCOME LETTER
Dear Colleagues,
The European Atherosclerosis Society has over the years built up a reputation for the excellence of its
annual congress, its topic-based workshop/ seminar program, its publications (Consensus statements
and Guidelines), and most recently for the EAS Academy as a world-class teaching and training
platform. The upcoming 84th annual Congress in Innsbruck in 2016 is hosted by the EAS in partnership
with the Austrian Atherosclerosis Society. It will showcase cutting-edge clinical and translational
science, and feature leaders in the field from around the world. The breadth of topics included in the
scientific program of plenary lectures and interactive workshops will attract delegates from all areas
of atherosclerosis research and provide multiple opportunities for inter-disciplinary knowledge
exchange.
Feedback over the years has rated the EAS Congress at the highest level and for many it is the premier
event in the calendar. Usually attended by over 2000 delegates from more than 70 countries, it is
noted for its accessibility to speakers, experts and key opinion leaders and the quality of the
presentations. The program in Innsbruck has been designed to continue the tradition of bringing the
best science to an international audience in a compact setting that engenders effective networking.
Space is managed so that exhibitors and poster presenters enjoy the maximum possible interaction
with delegates.
Innsbruck is located in the heart of Europe, easily accessible by car, train and airplane.
This is an exciting time in cardiovascular science and medicine with many new challenges on the
horizon. EAS 2016 is firmly focused on the future and how the field will progress over the next 3 to 5
years. We encourage you to put this event at the top of your list and take the opportunity to present
your latest research to this influential and knowledgeable audience, and to promote your company’s
interests to the opinion leaders of today and tomorrow.
The 84th EAS congress will be accompanied by a Satellite Symposium on Lp(a) that is planned two
days ahead of the main congress with a limited number of participants (http://lpa.i-med.ac.at).
On behalf of the organizing committees, we invite you to Innsbruck for a memorable and inspiring
symposium.

Alberico L. Catapano
EAS President

Hans Dieplinger

Florian Kronenberg

Congress Chair

Congress Co-Chair
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The European
Atherosclerosis Society
Advancing and exchanging knowledge of the causes, natural history,
treatment and prevention of atherosclerotic disease
What we do
Publications
• Guidelines and Consensus Position Papers, and related Handbooks
• The Society’s official journal Atherosclerosis
Educational activities
• Annual Congress
• Advanced Courses for both basic scientists and clinicians
On-line education
• EAS Academy - a comprehensive resource of high-quality educational material,
self-learning programmes and how to videos
• Educational Apps for iPads and other devices

Membership
Membership is open to individuals working or studying in basic and clinical research in
the field of atherosclerosis, or related areas.
Member benefits include:
• Full access to all EAS Academy content, including Premium content
• Full access to the journal Atherosclerosis
• Save up to 30% on Congress registration fee the following year
• Apply to attend Advanced Courses
• Apply for Grants and Awards

For more information
Visit www.eas-society.org to find out more about the Society’s activities and an on-line
membership application form.
Contact details
European Atherosclerosis Society
Administrative Office, Kronhusgatan 11
SE 411 05, Gothenburg SWEDEN

Tel: +46 31 724 27 95
Fax: +46 31 724 27 01
Email: office@eas-society.org

… providing a framework for scientific and
clinical discussion of new developments in basic research,
diagnosis and therapy of atherosclerosis
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CONGRESS OBJECTIVES
EAS 2016 will bring together leading clinical and translational scientists, key opinion leaders, and
experts in public health to assess recent advances in atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease
research and to shape future thinking and policy. Key discussions will take place on the latest clinical
trials, guidelines for treatment and prevention, and the place of pharmacological, nutritional and
lifestyle interventions in tackling vascular disease in Europe and beyond.
Our objectives are:
 To assemble the world’s best scientists in the field to present state-of-the-art lectures and
informed views as to future directions.
 To provide up and coming leaders of the future with a showcase for their latest scientific
findings in the form of workshops and moderated poster sessions. These will be highly
interactive and supported by established experts from across Europe.
 To provide a platform for partnership working with industry to discuss the best use of new
and existing interventions, and to raise awareness of the breadth of products and services
available to delegates to enhance their clinical practice and their ability to make an impact in
their home countries.
 To provide a convivial atmosphere for networking and information exchange. To foster new
collaborations and provide multiple and varied opportunities for interaction between
industry, academia and healthcare professionals.

EAS 2015 - A European Congress with global reach
Delegates by World Regions at EAS 2015
Africa & Atlantic
1%

Central Asia Middle East
2%
1%

Eastern Europe
14%
East Asia &
Pacific
9%
North America
8%

Western Europe
65%
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COMMITTEES
Congress Chairs
Hans Dieplinger, Austria
Florian Kronenberg, Austria, Co-Chair

Executive Committee

Local Organizing Committee

Alberico L. Catapano, Italy, President
Olov Wiklund, Sweden, Vice President
M. John Chapman, France, Past President
Petri Kovanen, Finland, Secretary & Award
Committee Chair
Jan Borén, Sweden, Treasurer
Geesje Dallinga-Thie, Netherlands
Børge Nordestgaard, Denmark
Arnold von Eckardstein, Switzerland
Michal Vrablík, Czech Republic

Hans Dieplinger (Innsbruck) Congress Chair
Florian Kronenberg (Innsbruck) Congress CoChair
Christoph Binder (Vienna)
Benjamin Dieplinger (Linz)
Christoph Ebenbichler (Innsbruck)
Bernhard Föger (Bregenz)
Gerhard Kostner (Graz)
Dagmar Kratky (Graz)
Bernhard Paulweber (Salzburg)
Ruth Prassl (Graz)
Andreas Ritsch (Innsbruck)
Wolfgang Schneider (Vienna)
Herbert Stangl (Vienna)
Ernst Steyrer (Graz)
Gerd Utermann (Innsbruck)
Rudolf Zechner (Graz)

Scientific Programme Committee

Congress Committee

Geesje Dallinga-Thie (Netherlands) Chair
Seppo Ylä-Herttuala (Finland) Co-Chair
Arnold von Eckardstein (Switzerland)
Alberico L. Catapano (Italy)
Hans Dieplinger (Austria)
Florian Kronenberg (Austria)
Chris Packard (UK)
Jörg Heeren (Germany)
Eric Stroes (Netherlands)
Dimitris Kardassis(Greece)
Eric Bruckert (France)
Counselling members
Gerhard Kostner (Austria)
Wolfgang Schneider (Austria)

Marja-Riitta Taskinen (Finland) Chair
Jan Borén (Sweden)
Chris Packard (UK)
Hans Dieplinger (Austria)
Danilo Norata (Italy)
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ABOUT INNSBRUCK
Innsbruck, Tyrol’s state capital, with its 130,000 inhabitants, is situated at 575m above sea level
surrounded by impressive mountain peaks. Innsbruck is one of the most beautiful cities in the Alps.
This is mainly due to the townscape, characterized by the Innsbruck Old Town with its arcades, the
City Tower and the Golden Roof. The city’s location as a bridge between north and south, between
east and west and its 350 years-long tradition as a university town lend Innsbruck a political,
economical and cultural significance.
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ABOUT CONGRESS INNSBRUCK
Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH
Rennweg 3
6020 Innsbruck
www.cmi.at

Congress Innsbruck

Historic. Modern. Since 1572Your advantage. The center.
In the center of the Alpine city of Innsbruck - the Heart of Europe - surrounded by unforgettable
mountain scenery, Congress Innsbruck offers international conference facilities and ambiente
combined with Tyrolean hospitality. Located at the foot of the Nordkette and in the immediate vicinity
of the Old Town, Congress Innsbruck combines professionalism, hospitality and efficiency. Everything
is close at hand, the spatial layout is clear and all the facilities are in one place. In addition to state-ofthe-art technical equipment and infrastructure our employees guarantee the success of your event
with many years of experience and know-how.
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DELEGATE STATISTCS - EAS 2015 - GLASGOW
Delegates by Professional Role
Nurse/Healthcare
Resident/Research Practitioner
Fellow
2%
6%
Industry/Corporat
e Professional
9%

Basic Science
Researcher
26%

Student
15%

Clinical
Practitioner
23%

Clinician
Researcher
19%

Delegates by Professional Interest
1%
1%
1%
2%
3%

Lipidology
Immunology
Physiology
Pathology
Nutrition / Dietetics

6%

Pharmacology

8%
9%
10%
10%

Molecular Biology
Endocrinology, Diabetes & Metabolism
Internal Medicine
Biochemistry

30%

Cardiology & Vascular Medicine

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%
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30%

CME ACCREDITATION
Commitment to the Highest Standards in CME/CPD
Kenes is committed to being a valuable and knowledgeable partner in the design and delivery of
educationally strong, independent, transparent, and effective CME/CPD programs. Kenes is a
proud member of the Good CME Practice Group (gCMEp), a member organization contributing to
improving health outcomes by:





Championing best practice in CME
Maintaining and improving standards
Mentoring and educating
Working in collaboration with critical stakeholders

For more information, visit: www.gcmep.eu/

International CME Accreditation
An application will be submitted to the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical
Education (EACCME) for CME accreditation of this event. The EACCME is an institution of the
European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS): www.uems.net. For further information please
visit the congress website at www.kenes.com/eas .

Educational Symposia
Educational Symposia are offered to industry as non-CME commercial/promotional sessions. As
such, companies are free to choose their topics, invite speakers, and control content. However,
topic and programme are subject to approval by the scientific committee and all such sessions
will be indicated in the programme as: Educational Symposium organised by: Company Name (not
included in the main event CME/CPD credit offering)
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EAS 2015 – SPONSORS AND EXHIBITORS
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PRELIMINARY CONGRESS SCHEDULE
*As of March 2015. Subject to change

Sunday, May 29, 2016
Exhibition & Posters Area
09:0020:30

Hall A

Hall B

Educational Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

Educational Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

Hall C

Hall D

Registration Desk Open

12:0013:30

13:3014:00

Short Break

Special Lecture
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme
Educational Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

14:0015:30

Special Lecture
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

15:3016:00

Short Break
Educational Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

16:0017:30
17:3018:00

Short Break

Opening Ceremony,
including the
Anitschkow Lecture

18:0019:45

19:45–
20:45

Welcome Reception
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PRELIMINARY CONGRESS SCHEDULE
*As of March 2015. Subject to change

Monday, May 30, 2016
Exhibition & Posters Area

Hall A

Hall B

Hall C

Hall D

8:00
08:3010:30

Plenary Session

10:3011:00

Coffee Break, Exhibition and Poster Viewing

11:00-11:45 Advanced Clinical Seminar
11.0012.30

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop
11:45-12:30 Advanced Clinical Seminar

Lunch Break, Exhibition and Poster Viewing

12:3015:00

13:50 – 14:50 Moderated
Poster Session A

15.0016:30

13:00 – 14:30
Educational
Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

13:00 – 14:30
Educational
Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

Workshop

Workshop

16:3017:00

17:0018:30

13:00-13:45
Special Lecture
Supported
Session
Not included in
the CME/CPD
programme
14:00-14:45
Special Lecture
Supported
Session
Not included in
the CME/CPD
programme

Workshop

12:45-13:45 EAS General Assembly (Members
Only)

14:00-14:45
Special Lecture
Supported Session
Not included in the CME/CPD programme

Workshop

Coffee break, Exhibition and Poster Viewing

Oral Session

Oral Session

Oral Session

Oral Session
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PRELIMINARY CONGRESS SCHEDULE
*As of March 2015. Subject to change

Tuesday, March 24, 2015
Exhibition & Posters Area
08:3010:30

Hall A

Hall B

Hall C

Hall D

Plenary Lecture

10:3011:00
11:0012:30

Coffee Break, Exhibition and Poster Viewing
Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Lunch Break, Exhibition and Poster Viewing

12:3015:00

13:50 – 14:50 Moderated
Poster Session B

15.0016:30

13:0014:30 Educational
Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

13:0014:30 Educational
Symposium
Supported Session
Not included in the
CME/CPD programme

Workshop

15:00-16:30 EAS
Initiatives Update
session (open to all)

16:3017:00

Supported
Session
Not included in
the CME/CPD
programme

Supported Session
Not included in the CME/CPD programme

Supported
Session
Not included in
the CME/CPD
programme

Supported Session
Not included in the CME/CPD programme

Workshop

15:45-16:30 Clinical & Late Breaking Session II
15:00-15:45 Young Investigator Award Session

Coffee Break, Exhibition and Poster Viewing

17:0018:30

Oral Session

Oral Session

Oral Session

Oral Session

Wednesday, March 25, 2015
Exhibition & Posters Area
08:3010:30

Hall A

Hall B

Hall C

Hall D

Plenary Session

10:3011.00

Coffee Break, Exhibition and Poster Viewing
11.00-11:45 Advanced Clinical Seminar

11:0012:30

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop
11:45-12:30 Advanced Clinical Seminar
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PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
*As of March 2015. Subject to change

Plenary Sessions
These topics have been selected by the Scientific Programme committee to showcase what is new
and exciting in the field of atherosclerosis research in 2016. The emphasis is on a forward look and a
vision as to how the field will move over the next few years.
Session themes:


Integrative approach in atherosclerosis.
In this session we focus on integrative approaches, which may help to elucidate novel
mechanism involved in atherosclerosis/CVD. The concept of integrative approach in
atherosclerosis using metabolomics and genomics within the context of atherosclerosis will
be introduced followed by highlighting genetic approaches to identify novel genes in lipid
disorders, an example being ANGPTL. The use of genomics/pharmacogenomics in the clinic
will be discussed, and finally the role of endothelial cells and is it an attractive target for
therapeutic options.



Novel insights into lipid biology.
The importance of lipolysis in fatty acid homeostasis has been well established. Many of the
key proteins, however, have been recently discovered and will be reviewed highlighting their
relevance to human disease. We address the importance of brown adipose tissue for
metabolic health in humans. Recent discoveries will be highlighted. Then the role of nuclear
receptors, central players in coordinated signalling networks, in lipid metabolism will be
discussed. Finally we will touch upon the role of epigenetics in atherosclerosis.



Future therapeutic challenges.
The third plenary session focuses on novel therapeutic targets going from antibody therapy,
nanotechnology, to antisense therapy for hypertriglyceridemia and then to novel drugs for
obesity and metabolic disorders. We finish the plenaries with a lecture on novel
mediators/biomarkers for coronary disease.

Plenary speakers are invited from across the world. They are recognized leaders in their field and are
encouraged to present their latest, often unpublished findings and their views on future
developments. If agreeable they are available to participate in Meet the Expert sessions
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PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
Plenary Sessions
INTEGRATIVE APPROACH IN ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Monday, May 30, 2016

Fatty Liver Disease: Ancient Mutations for a Common Disease

Helen H. Hobbs, USA

GWAS for Coronary Artery Disease

Heribert Schunkert, Germany

Leading the Way to Genetics and Pharmacogenomics in the Clinic

Teri A. Manolio, USA

Epigenetics in Atherosclerosis

Assam El-Osta, Australia

LIPID BIOLOGY, NEW INSIGHTS

Tuesday, May 31, 2016

Pathophysiology of Intracellular and Intravascular Lipolysis

Rudolf Zechner, Austria

Adipose Tissue Browning and Metabolic Health

Jörg Heeren, Germany

Nuclear Receptors in Lipid Metabolism

David J. Mangelsdorf, USA

Angiogenesis and Endothelial Cell Dysfunction in Atherosclerosis: a Novel Target

Peter Carmeliet, Belgium

for Treatment

FUTURE THERAPEUTIC CHALLENGES

Wednesday, June 1, 2016

An Integrative Omics Approach in Human Disease Research

Karsten Suhre, France

Drugs for Metabolic Disorders and Obesity

Matthias H. Tschöp, Germany

The Use of Novel Therapies in Atherosclerosis: From Antibodies to
Nanotechnology

Erik S. G. Stroes,
The Netherlands

Lessons Learned from Emerging Therapies for Severe Hypertriglyceridemia

Daniel Gaudet, Canada
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SPONSORSHIP
Industry Benefits of Supporting EAS 2016
 Access to and opportunity to interact with experts and key opinion leaders from around
the world
 Opportunity to promote your company’s own research relevant to your products and
international markets
 Opportunity to participate in educational activities and to align with the EAS in
promoting improved treatments for cardiovascular disease
 Hear first-hand expert opinions and debates on new international and regional
guidelines and consensus statements

EAS Corporate Sponsorship
Priority choice of Educational Symposia slots, exhibition and sponsorship items will be available to
the Corporate Partners of the EAS Society.

Categories of Sponsorship at EAS 2016
Sponsors may select any number of individual items from the opportunities presented below. Each is
individually priced. Sponsors will be given a category status according to the total amount booked. If
a company purchases exhibition space only, the company will be acknowledged as an exhibitor.

PLATINUM SPONSOR

Total Sponsorship contribution

GOLD SPONSOR

Total Sponsorship contribution

SILVER SPONSOR

Total Sponsorship contribution
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SPONSORSHIP
Additional Benefits
Platinum, Gold and Silver sponsors receive additional benefits as outlined in the table below.
Level of
Sponsorship

Complimentary
Registrations

Platinum
Sponsor

10

Additional Benefits
 Two promotional posters in the venue (in
coordination with organizer and subject to
approval of the Executive Committee), to be
provided by the Sponsor
 Promotion of Educational Symposium through a
link of the Congress websites


Gold Sponsor

5

Silver Sponsor

3

One promotional poster in the Congress venue
(in coordination with the organizer and subject
to the approval of the Executive Committee), to
be provided by the Sponsor

Acknowledgements

 Sponsor's logo will appear on
the Congress Website with a
hyperlink from the logo to a
website of their choice
 Acknowledgement on
Sponsors’ Board on-site
according to sponsorship level
 An acknowledgement in
categories in the electronic
Final Programme**

**subject to receipt by publishing date

Branded items will carry company logo only. No products logos
or advertisements are permitted.

Sponsorship Opportunities for EAS 2016


Support for main scientific programme and delegate materials at EAS 2016



Support for stand-alone or parallel educational symposia



Support for additional congress activities
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SUPPORT FOR SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
Medical education plays an important role in the quality of healthcare delivered across the globe. By
providing an educational grant in support of the educational opportunities below, you are making a
vital contribution to these efforts.
All educational grants are managed in compliance with relevant accreditation and industry
compliance criteria. In order to ensure independence of all CME accredited elements, companies
providing grants may not influence the topic, speaker selection, or any other aspect of the content
or presentation. No promotional, commercial, or advertising materials may be included in the
following opportunities. All support will be disclosed to delegates.

Educational grant in aid of a scientific session
A Plenary or workshop session as shown on p. 12 can be supported by a grant from industry. In
return:
 Sponsor’s support will be acknowledged in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of
the Electronic Final Programme as “Supported by an Unrestricted Educational Grant”
without company name or logo
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in the Sponsors’ List in the Electronic Final Programme (subject to receipt
by publishing date)
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site

Poster Exhibition (Sole sponsorship)
We are looking for a single company to sponsor the poster exhibition at the Congress. Posters will be
exhibited in parallel to the scientific sessions and will be viewed during breaks.
 Sponsor acknowledgment at the entrance to the poster area
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the Electronic Final
Programme
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site
Sponsor will not have any input regarding the content of the posters
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SUPPORT FOR SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
Congress Mobile Application
The mobile app is the main tool of the delegates during the Congress as it includes all activities onsite.
 Company’s logo on launch page of Mobile App, alongside Congress logo, indicating
“platform is sponsored by…”
 Company icon linking to an educational symposium invitation, company profile or company
homepage
 A branded application installation station will be provided on-site to enable delegates to
download the application directly to their smart phone via a bar code
 Acknowledgment that the “platform is sponsored by…” [the Company] on all of the
following:
 Congress website (wherever the Mobile App is mentioned)
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ board on-site
 Acknowledgement in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the Electronic Final
Programme
Sponsor will not have any input regarding the content which will be accessed on the Mobile App

Electronic Final Programme Book
An electronic version of the traditional final programme will be available to delegates to access the
scientific programme and other congress information easily and conveniently online and as a pdf
download on mobile phones, tablet or personal computer.
 Sponsor’s logo on the opening page of the Final Programme Book
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the Electronic Final
Programme
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site
Sponsor will not have any input regarding the content in the Final Programme Book

WiFi Landing Page
All congress delegates will have access to free WiFi at the congress. The WiFi landing page is the
gateway for all delegates to access the WiFi.
 Support will be recognized on the landing page as ˝Sponsored by... ˝ and a company
logo with a link to sponsored symposium/company homepage
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in the Sponsors’ List in the Electronic Final Programme (subject to receipt
by publishing date)
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site
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DEDICATED EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
Plenary Educational Symposium
Opportunity to organize an official educational symposium of up to 90 minutes duration as a standalone session (no parallel educational sessions permitted).
Programme is subject to the approval of the EAS Executive Committee.
 Price, depending on hall size:
In auditorium of 1,500 seats or more:
In hall of less than 1,500 seats:
 Includes: hall rental, standard audio/visual equipment, display table
 Permission to use the phrase: “84th European Atherosclerosis Congress”
 A Mail Blast invitation including an introduction and the symposium programme to be sent
out to preregistered delegates who have agreed to disclose their details (to be provided by
Sponsor and subject to receipt by deadline). Corporate members of EAS are entitled to two
Mail Blasts
 Symposium programme will be included in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of
the Electronic programme (subject to receipt by publishing deadline)
 Indicated in the programme as: Educational Symposium (not included in the main event
CME/CPD credit offering)
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the
Electronic Final Programme
 Acknowledgement on Sponsor’s Board on-site
 Timeslots are allocated on a “first come, first served” basis
*Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the
speakers will be covered by the Sponsor. This also applies in cases where the speakers have already
been invited by the Congress.
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DEDICATED EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
Parallel Educational Symposium
Opportunity to organize an official educational symposium of up to 90 minutes duration as a parallel
session (parallel educational sessions will be taking place).
Programme is subject to the approval of the EAS Executive Committee.
 Price, depending on hall size:
In auditorium of 1,500 seats or more:
In hall of less than 1,500 seats:
 Includes: hall rental, standard audio/visual equipment, display table
 Permission to use the phrase: “84th European Atherosclerosis Congress”
 A Mail Blast invitation including an introduction and the symposium programme to be sent
out to preregistered delegates who have agreed to disclose their details (to be provided by
Sponsor and subject to receipt by deadline). Corporate members of EAS are entitled to two
Mail Blasts
 Symposium programme will be included in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of
the Electronic programme (subject to receipt by publishing deadline)
 Indicated in the programme as: Educational Symposium (not included in the main event
CME/CPD credit offering)
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support and Exhibition section in the Electronic
Final Programme
 Acknowledgement on Sponsor’s Board on-site
 Timeslots are allocated on a “first come, first served” basis
* Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the
speakers will be covered by the Sponsor. This also applies in cases where the speakers have already
been invited by the Congress.
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DEDICATED EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
Special Lecture
Special lecture of 45 minutes in parallel can also be sponsored. This should be a lecture of high
scientific quality given by a well-known investigator on a frontline subject. The lecture is primarily
offered to our corporate partners or to sponsors of an educational symposium. However, in
exceptional circumstances, other sponsors may also be accepted if the lecture is of very high
scientific quality and interest. Please note that parallel educational sessions will be taking place.
Programme subject to the approval of the Congress Executive Committee.
 Lecture programme will be included in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the
Electronic programme (subject to receipt by publishing deadline)
 A Mail Blast invitation including an introduction and the lecture programme to be sent out
to registered delegates who have agreed to disclose their details (to be provided by Sponsor
and subject to receipt by deadline). Corporate members of EAS are entitled to two Mail
Blasts
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the Electronic Final
Programme
 Acknowledgement on Sponsor’s Board on-site
 Timeslots are allocated on a “first come, first served” basis
*Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the
speakers will be covered by the Sponsor. This also applies in cases where the speakers have already
been invited by the Congress.

Meet the Expert Session
An expert chosen by the sponsoring company (approved by the Congress Scientific Committee)
discusses a topic to a small audience of delegates (up to 100) for up to 45 minutes. Programme
subject to the approval of the Congress Executive Committee.
 Meet the Expert programme will be included in the Industry Support and Exhibition section
of the Electronic programme (subject to receipt by publishing deadline)
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support and Exhibition section of the Electronic Final
Programme
 Acknowledgement on Sponsor’s Board on-site
 Timeslots are allocated on a “first come, first served” basis
*Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the
speakers will be covered by the Sponsor. This also applies in cases where the speakers have already
been invited by the Congress.
Disclaimer
Information contained in the Scientific Programme must comply with the applicable CME/CPD regulations.
Scientific/Educational Programme shall not include any commercial elements such as companies’ names,
products names, etc. Commercial information shall be kept separate and clearly differentiated from the scientific
accredited content. Non educational activities may include promotional elements and shall not be accredited.
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DEDICATED EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
Webcasting/Live streaming
The opportunity for Sponsors of plenary educational symposia, parallel educational symposia, and special
lectures and Meet the Expert sessions to webcast and live stream their session.
The policy of webcasting and live streaming is:
Sponsorship category

Webcasting/recording of
presentation

Distribution of presentation

Company is both an EAS
Corporate Partner and Congress
Sponsor
Platinum, Gold or Silver

Can be arranged via EAS/Kenes. The
cost of the webcasting/recording
should be covered by the company,
and is in addition to the fee for
sponsorship of the Congress.

In the form of a webcast, the presentation(s) to be
made available via the EAS website at no further
cost. Access level (e.g., presentation is available to
all/EAS members/Congress delegates) to be
determined by the company.

Company is Congress Sponsor:
Platinum, Gold or Silver

Can be arranged via EAS/Kenes. The
cost of the webcasting/recording
should be covered by the company,
and is in addition to the fee for
sponsorship of the Congress.

Distribution of the webcasted/recorded
presentation(s) via the company’s own means.

For the above Educational Symposium packages, Special Lectures and Meet the Expert Sessions,
the following applies:
 Special time slots will be designated and will be allocated on a “first-come, first-served” basis.
 The sponsoring company for the EDUCATIONAL Symposia, Special Lecture or Meet the Expert
Session may select speakers and topics.
 The sponsoring company, in addition to the sponsorship fee, must cover all speakers’ expenses,
including registration fees, accommodation and travel expenses. This also applies in the case where
the speakers have already been invited by the Congress.
 Educational Symposia, Lecture and Session programs are subject to approval by the scientific
committee of the Congress. In case where the scientific committee will disapprove the programme,
each party will be entitled cancel the booking without paying any penalty for the cancellation or for
any damages caused by the cancellation to the other party. Accordingly upon such cancellation
neither of the parties will have any claims, demands, suits, towards the other.
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DEDICATED EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
Q&A APPLICATION
Upgrade your Educational Symposium with Q&A which offers delegates the possibility of sending a
question as an SMS to a regular mobile number or via the Q&A paperless application to the session
Chairman. The Chairman selects the questions to be answered by the speaker. Selected questions
are automatically displayed on the main screen to be viewed by the audience. Unanswered
questions can be uploaded to the congress website where they can be answered.
Key benefits:
 Offers real-time knowledge transfer
 Helps cross language barriers
 Creates a stimulating, sophisticated Q&A session
 Empowers the chairperson and speaker
 Leads to post-congress discussions

Mail Blast
Gain additional exposure for your Symposium, company or exhibition booth by sending out a Mail
Blast to the preregistered delegates who have agreed to disclose their details at a date and time
coordinated with the Congress Organizer. Mail Blast to be provided by Sponsor and subject to
receipt by deadline.
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
EAS Members’ Lounge (Sole Sponsorship)
The EAS Members’ Lounge will be a special designated area where EAS Members will congregate
during breaks between Congress sessions. This area will provide recreational facilities, including
laptops and WiFi and will provide an excellent opportunity for your company to gain exposure with
the next generation of scientists. Hospitality provided will be in compliance with all relevant
industry codes.
 Sponsor’s name/or company logo will appear on signage of this room
 Sponsor’s logo will appear on the EAS Members’ Lounge entry card
 Opportunity to provide Sponsor’s mouse pad at each workstation
 Opportunity to display Sponsor’s logo on screensavers at each workstation
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in the Sponsors’ List in the Electronic Final Programme (subject to receipt
by publishing date)
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site

Hospitality Suite

Depending on Size

An opportunity to hire a room at the Congress venue that will be used as a Hospitality Suite. Sponsor
will be able to host and entertain its guests throughout the Congress. Sponsors will have the option
to order catering at an additional cost. Hospitality provided will be in compliance with all relevant
industry codes.
 Opportunity to brand the hospitality suite
 Acknowledgement on directional signage outside suite
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website

Cyber Center/Networking Station
There will be a seating area equipped with mobile phone chargers and workstations where delegates
can meet in the breaks and may charge their mobile phones and check e-mails. Your company logo
will be prominently displayed in the area.
 Opportunity to display company logo on screen saver and background
 Opportunity to provide your company’s letterhead for the Cyber Center’s printers
 Opportunity to place your own carpet for branding
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in the Sponsors’ List in the Electronic Final Programme (subject to receipt
by publishing date)
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
Quiz Kiosk
A branded Quiz kiosk placed in your booth for the duration of the congress, where delegates will be
asked 20 yes-no questions. In order to start the quiz, the players will provide their name and email.
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in the Sponsors’ List in the Electronic Final Program (subject to receipt by
publishing date)
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site

Information Kiosks
Three Information kiosks with easy to use touch-screen technology that puts all essential congress
information at the delegates’ finger tips. Located throughout the venue, information kiosks make it
easy to obtain timely access to information about posters, exhibition booths and interactive floor
plans. They also display congress updates and notify delegates of last-minute programme changes.
 Company logo on kiosk indicating “Platform sponsored by …”
 Screen saver with company logo when the kiosk is on idle mode
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgment that the “platform is sponsored by…” on all of the following:
 Congress website (wherever the Information Kiosks are mentioned)
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ board on-site
 Acknowledgement in the Industry Support and Exhibition section in the Electronic Final
Programme

Advertising in the E-Programme Book
Advertisements can be purchased for the inside page of the E-programme Book

E-PROGRAMME BOOK

INSIDE PAGE Applicable only for supporters catalogue

E-Programme Book

SPECIAL REQUESTS

Tailored packages can be arranged to suit your objectives. Please feel free to contact the
Sponsorship and Exhibition Sales Department to discuss your needs (Contact information
provided in the “General Information” section)
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The commercial/technical Exhibition will be held in the Congress Innsbruck.
EXHIBITION
The Exhibition Floor Plan can be viewed on p. 31. The Floor Plan is designed to maximise Exhibitors’
exposure to delegates.
All spaces will then be allocated based on the reservations received, on a first-come, first-served
basis.

Space Only Rental (Minimum of 12sqm)
The space only rental includes:


Exhibitors’ badges



100 word company / product profile in the Electronic Final Programme



Cleaning of public areas and gangways



Invitation to the Welcome Reception for registered exhibitors

Shell Scheme Rental
The shell scheme rental includes:


Exhibitors’ badges



Shell scheme frame, basic lighting



Fascia panel with standard lettering



100 word company / product profile in the Electronic Final Programme



Cleaning of public areas and gangways



Invitation to the Welcome Reception for registered exhibitors

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS:
When you exhibit your company will receive the following additional benefits:
 Listing as an Exhibitor on the Website prior to the Congress with link to the Company
website
 Listing and profile in the On-Site Programme/ Exhibitor Guide
 Company name on Exhibition signage during Congress
**Please note: Space only / shell scheme rental does not include any furniture, electrical usage or
stand cleaning. All these services and others will be available to order in the Exhibitors’ Technical
Manual.
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EXHIBITION
Device Demonstration and Exhibition
Sponsor has the opportunity to present their equipment/device to the Congress delegates during
one coffee break for up to 15 minutes.
 Sponsor will receive a 9 sqm shell scheme booth within a designated area for equipment/
device companies
 Sponsor must supply the equipment for the Workshop and the booth
 Workshop speaker is chosen by the Sponsor with approval by the committee
 Sponsor’s logo on Congress website
 Acknowledgement in the Sponsors’ List in the Electronic Final programme
 Acknowledgement on Sponsors’ Board on-site
*Travel costs, accommodation and registration fees of the speaker will be covered by the
sponsor. This also applies in cases where the speaker has already been invited by the
Congress.
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EXHIBITION
ALLOCATION OF EXHIBITION SPACE

DISPLAY MATERIALS

Space Allocation will be made on a “first come, first

served” basis. A completed Exhibition Booking Form
and Contract should be faxed / emailed to ensure
reservation of a desired location. Upon receipt of the

Exhibition Booking Form and Contract, space will be
confirmed and an invoice will be mailed. Please note
that three alternative choices should be clearly
indicated on the application form. Space allocations will
be made in the order in which application forms with

payment are received.

Please note that all materials entering the venue
incur a handling charge. This includes materials for
display.
In order to receive a price quote for handling and to
assure arrival of your materials, please be sure to
complete the “Pre-Advise” form included in the shipping
instructions when you receive either the Exhibition or
Symposia Technical Manuals.

EXHIBITOR PROFILE

Upon receipt of the booking form, you will be asked to
please upload a 100-word Exhibitor Company/Product
All exhibitors are required to be registered and will profile to eas@kenes.com. This will be published in the
receive a badge displaying the exhibiting company list of exhibitors in the Electronic Final Programme.
name. Two exhibitor badges will be given for the first 9
sqm booked and one additional for each 9 sqm after. EXHIBITION TERMS & CONDITIONS
Any additional exhibitors will be charged an exhibitor The Terms and Conditions of exhibiting are included in
registration fee. Companies can purchase a maximum this Prospectus. Please note that signing of the
number of exhibitor registrations as follows:
EXHIBITION BOOKING FORM AND CONTRACT indicates
Booths of up to 60 sqm – 15 exhibitor registrations
acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. The
Booths larger than 60 sqm – 25 exhibitor registrations
Exhibition Booking Form will be held as a valid liable
Exhibitor registrations allow access to the exhibition contract, by which both parties will be bound.
area only and shall be used by company staff only.
Hermes-Merkur has been elected as the exclusive
An exhibitor registration form will be included in the
handler for all Kenes congresses in 2015. The exclusivity
Exhibitor’s Manual.
of Hermes-Merkur for the handling needs of congresses

EXHIBITOR REGISTRATION

refers specifically to work inside the venue. Exhibitors
may use their own couriers up to the venue door and
An Exhibitors’ Technical Manual outlining all technical from outside of the venue door at the end of the
aspects of exhibiting will be circulated 4 months prior to congress. This organizational decision has been made
the Congress. It will include the following:
for the safety and efficiency benefits to exhibitors and
Technical details about the Venue
for the successful flow of the congress.
Final exhibition details and information
Contractor details
Further details will be included in the Exhibition
Technical Manual.
Services available to exhibitors and order forms

EXHIBITORS’ TECHNICAL MANUAL
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EXHIBITION FLOORPLAN
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
Applications for Sponsorship and/or Exhibition must be made in writing with the enclosed booking
enquiry form.
CONTRACTS & CONFIRMATION
SPONSORS
Once a Sponsorship Booking Form is received a contract will be sent to you for signature with an
accompanying invoice. This contract should be signed and returned. Upon receipt of the Sponsorship
Booking Form the organiser will reserve the items listed in it. Completion of the Booking Form by the
Sponsor shall be considered as a commitment to purchase the items.
EXHIBITORS
Once an Exhibition Booking Form is received a confirmation of exhibition will be mailed to you with an
accompanying invoice.
SUPPORT TERMS & CONDITIONS
Terms and Conditions of Supporter are included in this Prospectus and will be included in the
Sponsorship agreement.
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BOOKING FORM
Please complete all details and send to:
Carolina Groenendal
EAS 2016
Kenes International, Rue Francois-Versonnex 7, 1207, Geneva, Switzerland,
Tel: +3120 763 0101 - Fax: +41 22 906 9140
Email: cgroenendal@kenes.com
CONTACT NAME: ...............................................................................................................................................
COMPANY NAME: ..............................................................................................................................................
COMPANY NAME AS TO APPEAR IN ALL PUBLICATIONS (if different): ..............................................................
ADDRESS: .........................................................................CITY: ........................................................................
POST / ZIP CODE: .............................................................COUNRTY: ...............................................................
TELEPHONE: .....................................................................FAX: ........................................................................
EMAIL: ..............................................................................WEBSITE: ................................................................
VAT NUMBER: ...................................................................
I would like to book the following Supporter Items:

Support for Scientific Programme
Item

√

Price

Educational grant in aid of a scientific session
Poster Exhibition (sole sponsorship)
Congress Mobile Application
Electronic Final Programme Book
WiFi Landing Page
Total Amount (please complete)

Dedicated Educational Support Opportunities
Item

Price

√

Plenary lunchtime educational symposium
-

In auditorium of 1,500 seats or more

-

In hall with less than 1,500 seats

Parallel educational symposium
-

In auditorium of 1,500 seats or more

-

In hall with less than 1,500 seats

Special Lectures
Meet the Expert session
Webcasting/Livestreaming
Q&A
Mail Blast
Total Amount (please complete)
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BOOKING FORM
Additional Support Opportunities
Price

Item

√

EAS members' lounge (Sole sponsorship)
Hospitality Suite
Cyber Center/Networking Stations
Quiz Kiosk
Information kiosks
Device Demonstration package
Advertising in the E-Programme Book
Total Amount (please complete)

Exhibition Space
Choice

Stand
Number

Space only
Shell Scheme

No. of Square
Meters

Total Price

Choice # 1
Choice # 2
Choice # 3
Total Amount
(please complete)
VAT of Austria is currently at 20% - VAT charges are subject to change
Special notes: Please indicate if your stand must be located adjacent to or opposite the following
companies, or if special configuration is needed .....................................................................................................
 Provisional Booking – The item will be released if not confirmed within 14 days
 Please call me to discuss our support package
 Please send me a contract and first deposit invoice

TERMS OF PAYMENT
60% upon receipt of agreement and first invoice
40% by 22 September, 2015
All payments must be received before the start date of the Congress. Should the Supporter fail to
complete payments prior to the commencement of the Congress, the Organizer will be entitled to
cancel the reservation while cancellation will be subject to cancellation fees as determined below.



Reservations made less than 6 months before the Congress will be subject to 100% payment
upon reservations.
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BOOKING FORM
PAYMENT METHODS
Option 1: Payment by check. Please make checks payable to:
Kenes International Organizers of Congresses Ltd
Ref: EAS 2016 Congress, United Kingdom
Option 2: Payment by Bank Transfer. Please make drafts payable to
Account :“EAS 2016 Congress Innsbruck”
Account number : 0251-693980-52-675
IBAN :CH83 0483 5069 3980 5267 5
SWIFT code : CRESCHZZ80A
Bank charges are the responsibility of the payer

CANCELLATION / MODIFICATION POLICY
Cancellation / modification of items must be made in writing to the Sponsorship and Exhibition Sales
Specialist – Carolina Groenendal at cgroenendal@kenes.com.
The organizers shall retain:
 10% of the agreed package amount if the cancellation/ modification is made before 22
July, 2015 inclusive
 50% of the agreed package amount if the cancellation/ modification is made between
23 July, 2015 – 22 November, 2015 inclusive
 100% of the agreed package amount if the cancellation/ modification is made after 23
November, 2015
** Please ensure that your VAT number appear on the booking form, in order to allow VAT reclaim.

VAT INFORMATION
VAT (Subject to Change)
All Supporter prices are exclusive of VAT, and are subject to VAT at the local rate which will be added
to the invoice.
Where applicable VAT fees can be claimed through:
Mr. Richard Asquith
richard.asquith@tmf-group.com
TH/IF VAT Services Managing Director
Dolphin House, 2-5 Manchester Street
+44 (0) 870 067 8881 Work
Brighton BN2 1TF, United Kingdom
+44 (0) 79 777 23645 mobile
We accept the contract terms and conditions (listed in this Support and Exhibition Prospectus) and
agree to abide by the Guidelines for Industry Participation for the Congress.
I am authorised to sign this form on behalf of the applicant/Company.
Signature ............................................................ Date ....................................................................
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
These terms are the contractual agreement between the Organizer and the Exhibiting / Sponsoring Firm (Exhibitor/s / Sponsor/s).
Application to Participate
Application to participate will be considered only if submitted on the appropriate
forms, duly completed. Registration will be confirmed insofar as space is available.
Applicants will be informed in writing of the acceptance or refusal of their
application. In case of refusal, all payments shall be fully refunded. In case of
acceptance Sponsors/Exhibitor will be bound by the Terms and Conditions listed in
the prospectus and/or contractual agreement.
Obligations and Rights of the Exhibitor/Sponsor
Registration implies full acceptance by the Exhibitors/Sponsors of the exhibition /
sponsorship regulations. Any infringement of these regulations may lead to
immediate withdrawal of the right to participate in the Congress without
compensation or refund of sums already paid, and without prejudice to the
Exhibitor/Sponsor.
By submitting an application to participate, Exhibitor /Sponsor makes a final and
irrevocable commitment to occupy the space /items allocated and to maintain
his/her installation until the date and time fixed for closure of the event.
The Exhibitor/Sponsor may only present on his/her stand or space the materials,
products or services described in the application to participate.
No advertising on behalf of firms not exhibiting is permitted in any form
whatsoever. Transfer or sub-letting of all or part of the allocated spaces is
prohibited.
Obligation and Rights of Organizer
The Organizer undertakes to allocate exhibition space/sponsorship items space as
far as possible on the basis of the preference expressed by applicants. Application
will be considered in order of receipt of application forms accompanied by
payment.
The Organizer reserves the right, in case of absolute necessity, to modify the
positioning of stands, with no obligation to provide compensation to
Exhibitors/Sponsors. The Organizer reserves the right to offer to a different firm
any stand, space or sponsorship item that has not been occupied by the event of
the opening of the Congress, with no obligation to provide compensation to the
defaulting Exhibitor / Sponsor.
Liability Insurance
Equipment and all related display materials installed by Exhibitors / Sponsors are
not insured by the Organizer, and the Organizer under no circumstances will be
liable for any loss, damage or destruction caused to equipment, goods or property
belonging to Exhibitors / Sponsors. The Exhibitor / Sponsor agrees to be responsible
for his property and person and for the property and persons of his employees and
agents and for any third party who may visit his space. The Exhibitor/Sponsor shall
hold harmless the Organizer from any and all damages/claims including those
usually covered by a fire and extended – coverage policy. The Sponsor/Exhibitor
will purchase insurance policies for the above listed damages.
Exhibition Regulations
The Exhibition Manager, acting under direction of the Organizing Committee, has
the final decision as to the acceptability of displays. Exhibitors are not to share with
others any space allotted to them without prior written consent by the Exhibition
Manager.
The Organizer reserves the right to alter the general layout or limit the space
allotted to each Exhibitor / Sponsor, postpone the exhibition or transfer it to
another site if unforeseen circumstances warrant such action. Should any
contingency prevent the holding of the exhibition, the Organizer will not be held
liable for expenses incurred other than the cost of exhibit space rental

All exhibits are to be displayed so as to avoid blocking aisles, obstructing adjoining
booths, damaging the premises or the leased equipment. Exhibitors are kindly
requested to allow sufficient see-through areas, which ensure clear views of
surrounding exhibits.
In standard booths, height is restricted to 246cm. Exhibitors are responsible for the
cost and execution of the design, installation and delivery of their display to (and its
removal from) the exhibition site.
Flammable materials are not to be used. Equipment displayed or demonstrated must
be installed with strict adherence to safety measures.
Exhibitors undertake to observe the timetable designated for completion of their
display before the exhibition opening and its dismantling at the close of the exhibition.
No dismantling or packing of the display before the designated hour. It is the
Exhibitor’s responsibility to pack and remove or consign for shipment all items of value
prior to leaving their exhibit unattended, otherwise the Organizer will arrange for their
removal at the Exhibitor’s risk and expenses.
Exhibitors are obliged to ensure that their stands are permanently staffed during the
exhibition opening hours.
Payment is to be made in accordance with the conditions of payment listed in the
prospectus.
Should the Exhibitor /Sponsor fail to make a payment on time, the Organizer is entitled
to terminate the contract, withdraw confirmation of acceptance, make other
arrangements for the stand/ sponsorship items or seek compensation for nonfulfilment of contract.
Participation by Exhibitors/Sponsors is dependent upon compliance with all rules,
regulations and conditions stated herein.
Access to the exhibition is authorized on presentation of a badge issued by the
Organizer. Exhibitors’ badges will not be mailed in advance and may be collected from
the Exhibition Manager’s desk.
The Organizer ensures daily cleaning of the aisles. Exhibitors /Sponsors are responsible
for the cleaning of their stands.
The provision of refreshments for the participants by Exhibitors is only permitted if the
catering regulations of the exhibition building concerned are observed.
Exhibition areas and fittings made available to Exhibitors must be handed back in their
original condition. In case of damage or loss of equipment provided, or damage to
areas occupied, repair and replacement will be charged to the Exhibitor.
Any special decoration or fittings must be submitted to the Organizer for prior
authorization.
Advertising panels and display are not permitted outside the exhibition areas allotted
to Exhibitors.
The Organizer will not approve stands, which do not comply with the accepted
standards, until the necessary changes have been made.
Code of Practice
It is the Exhibitor’s / Sponsor’s responsibility to comply with the local authority’s
regulations, EFPIA (European Federation of Pharmaceuticals Industries & Associations)
www.efpia.org and IFMPA (International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
& Associations) www.ifpma.org Code of Practice on the Promotion of Medicines.
Failure to comply with these regulations may not be used as a ground to declare the
contract void. Failure to comply with the Rules and Regulations will not expose the
Organizer to any suits, demands by the Sponsors/Exhibitor/any third party.
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